Methods in Emotional Behavioral Testing in Immature Epilepsy Rodent Models.
Pediatric epilepsy is associated with prominent comorbid psychiatric and cognitive disturbances. Neurobehavioral testing is employed to characterize the cognitive and emotional behavioral derangements that accompany seizures in age-tailored and clinically relevant immature rodent seizure models. In addition to dissecting the causes of the etiologically multifaceted psychiatric and cognitive comorbidities of the epilepsies, neurobehavioral panels are essential in investigating potential neuroprotective strategies, especially during neurodevelopment. Here we describe a battery of behavioral testing panels that we tailored to our rodent seizure models with prominent amygdalo-hippocampal involvement. The panels include the open field and light-dark box tests for exploratory, hyperactive, and anxiety-like behaviors, the forced swim test for depressive-like behaviors, the Morris water maze for visuospatial navigation, and the modified active avoidance test for emotionally relevant learning and acquisition of adaptive behaviors. The behavioral laboratory setup and the employed methodologies are reviewed in details, with a special focus on the potential pitfalls that should be avoided.